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At	 d is an EEOC referral	 the Eastern
recommends should be sent back to the Comm ss ion

nd which you asked me to review. I think a great deal
could be said in support of the Eastern Section's
recommendation, and they should be commended on their
sensitivity to the problem of "bad referrals", but on
balance I would not send it back to EEOC.

The EEOC has isolated a discriminatory pattern
and that concerns the assignment of Negroes to the
beat treatment department -- the least desirable dipper -
meat in light of the heat and dirt (although the pay is
the same), That department is virtually all-Negro
(25 Negroes, ono white). And in attempting to explain
that pattern the company only gets itself in more
troubles

personnel. Unquestionably the heat
treat department is the hotter
department in the plant, both summer

inter, and it could be that
Negroes are constitutionally more
impervious to this condition than
whites. The nature of the work,
which involves loading and unloading
furnaces, is not as constant as the



k on the mach
could be that Negroes prefer

working rhythm over the steady
rhythm. The heat treat
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is a considerable
40,

racial pattern can not
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tions and findings

at that only one	 ro is a
clerical s f

'foolwhite axe that the 	 and Supply room is all white
are of any moment (there are only 9

kers and only 4 who work in the Tool and
Supply room), That is one of the reasons that argue
in favor of sondtng it back Another reason stems from
the fact that in the seoat of tan	 investigator
the following statement appears*

JUly 25th	 61 the
were str tag the men had been out
nearly a week, the plant was surrounded
by pickets,strikers, and local police.
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It is deemed highly probable that
many changes will occur at Brenco in
the very near future. The new Steel
workers local will have a high pro-
portion of Negro membership. The
Meg= members should be in position
to demand and get fair representation.
Anything now seen and reported might
be found changed upon any subsequent
investigation.

d to push ahead.
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